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Shalom. Multiplied peace to you.
Something unexpected happened the first time I heard the word shalom. I was so taken by
slalom’s romantic cadence it’s hard to imagine that an orchestra didn’t accompany it. Shalom
filled the deeper, harder to reach part of me in a way similar to how music touches our souls.
Today, shalom touches me like the Trans-Siberian Orchestra’s, Christmas Canon grabs
me. Both the violin and the word shalom stoke my inner fire. I feel the meaning of shalom as I
experience the vibrations produced from the slim-waisted, long-necked orchestra instrument. I
can twirl both to the sound of music, and to the rhythm of shalom.
I wanted to say shalom to everyone I met. But I couldn’t squeeze out enough selfconfidence. Shalom was an attention grabber. It was different. Unique. I didn’t like being noticed
or drawing attention to myself. Who all of a sudden jumps out of character and begins saying
shalom? Would people’s eyes bug? Would their mouth drop open? In my mind saying shalom
was conduct similar to strumming across all four strings of a violin with my bow, while swaying
on a street corner with a tin can at my feet.
But little by little I grew into shalom. I rolled the word around my tongue and tasted it. I
explored the rhythmic flow, as it exited my puckered lips. On occasion I was courageous and
declared shalom. It was thrilling. Then, when my daughter, husband and I moved from
Oklahoma to Michigan, shalom took up new residence too.
The church the Lord directed us to attend greeted one another before service started. That
presented me with an opportunity. No one knew if I said shalom or not. I was new. No one knew
me. So I greeted people with a handshake, a forced smile, and a hearty shalom.
Today, over twenty years later, shalom still baffles people. I get a lot of surprised looks.
Some people smile and nod. Others lean back as if I farted.
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Over the years the Lord has increased my understanding of shalom. It means
wholeness—something the Lord said He would do for me.
In it’s simplest terms, shalom is a Jewish salutation used to convey peace to someone. In
a wider, deeper application shalom means whole. It comes from the word shalam meaning
health, safety, completeness, soundness, prosperity, harmony and wholeness. It’s the absence of
conflict and strife. It means we’re to submit and surrender to God and enjoy the shalom Jesus
died to give us. Shalom conveys a mouthful, and an invitation into blessing.
The Hebrew Sages took shalom personal. They believed that in the Lord’s eyes it was
good to bless His people. When the Sages greeted someone with shalom, they were asking,
“How is your wholeness? How are you, really?” And then they listened. Without rush.
When I encountered the Lord, He said He was going to make me whole and new and pure
again. For me, Miss Fit, and I’m not referring to my athletic ability, but rather my inability to
meet the standards imposed by others. I was someone who fit as poorly as an adverb in a feature
story. The rule in my journalism classes as with my writing mentor, when you see an adverb kill
it. Many tried. Like an adverb I had a lifetime of rejection, abuse, and lonely.
That’s one reason shalom is special to me. Shalom carries a sense of welcoming and
belonging. There’s acceptance and value when we’re included in the group. Gazing over the
breadcrumbs of my life, I see the victory I’ve gained through every step I’ve taken, and continue
to take toward wholeness. Surrendering to shalom is no short order. It takes discipline.
Maybe you can associate with social awkwardness. Or, maybe social isolation isn’t
something you’ve ever experienced. You may struggle to maintain the snapshot of who you
present to the world. Maybe your perception of who you are isn’t who God called you to be.
Maybe you’re caught somewhere in the mess of it all. Sometimes we want change, but don’t
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know where or how to begin. With God, we have an opportunity to soar above our limitations.
We can live shalom, the victorious life Jesus died to give us.
The concept of creating a brand isn’t new. It’s the image we want to portray. But too
often we’ve branded ourselves with a wrong image, or inner perception. It’s more important how
we perceive ourselves, than how others view us.
When God revealed Himself to me I was at the lowest point of my life. I had no clue
what He meant by whole, new, and pure again. As I cooperated, He cleaned me up, and the mess
I’d made of my life. I started to see whole emerge from the mess. It took getting honest with
myself. I had to ask, how is my wholeness? Then I realized it was me, not God, who decided
how whole I was willing to go. As I did, I began seeing the Toni who God called me to be. I
wanted shalom.
So, let me ask you, how is your wholeness? How are you, really? Do you want shalom?
Those can be tough questions.
To enjoy shalom I’ve made it my habit to line my life up with John 10:10. In the
Amplified Bible Classic Edition (AMPC) Jesus said, "The thief comes only in order to steal and
kill and destroy, I came that they may have and enjoy life, and have it in abundance (to the full,
till it overflows).
To enjoy overflowing abundance I do a self-check. Looking at each area of my life I
determine if I’m enjoying everything Jesus died to give me. I’m prayerful and intentional with
my inventory approach and my responses. It’s one day at a time. Jesus paid a mighty price for
me to live shalom without sickness and disease, or lack, or malfunction. God is serious about the
Blood Jesus shed. I believe we should too. I ask things like:
How is my spirit? Is my spirit being well fed or malnourished?
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How is my soul? Is my mind running amuck? Are my emotions intact or out of control?
Am I willing to be happy and healthy? Do I lash out at everyone, or just someone in
particular? Is my mind at peace or am I anxious and worrisome?
Is my body healthy? Am I living with pain, malfunction, sickness or disease?
Is my marriage hanging on by a thread or is it satisfying?
Are my finances in good shape? Or am I strung out because of too many payments and
more month than money?
Are my relationships healthy and thriving? Or are they an energy drain?
Do I have time for me? Do I have time for the people who are doing life with me? Am I
taking the time to be alone with God?
How’s my giving, also known as seeding? Am I reaping my harvests? Or is my fruit
dying on the vine and in the field? Am I floundering, or am I flourishing?
I’ve asked these questions over the years, and I asked some of them yesterday.
In addition to eternal life with God, shalom is part of everything Jesus died to give us.
Jesus came to set the captives free and to give all who will receive it—abundant life. I have to
keep an eye on me. I can get out of tune. The world is full of temptations, obstacles and
challenges. This self-check is like stepping on the scale each morning. At least we’ll have an
indication if we’re headed in the right direction.
So I ask, are you heading in the victorious life direction Jesus died to give you? How is
your wholeness? How are you, really? If you’re ready to experience the wholeness of shalom in
your life, you’re in the right place, and this is the right time. Which is yet another meaning in the
word shalom—this time, today, right now.
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I hope you enjoyed chapter one of my everything Jesus died to give us newsletter. It’s a
place where you can begin a new chapter in your life. Before we say, until we meet again, here is
your power stir where shalom begins.
Shalom isn’t possible without knowing Jesus. He’s the one who died so you could have
everything God yearns for you to have.
God said if we believe in our heart and confess Jesus with our mouth we’ll be saved. If
you’ve never received Jesus as your Lord and Savior, believe and repeat these words out loud:
God I believe that because you loved me You sent Jesus to die on the cross to redeem me and
give me right standing with You. I receive Jesus now and I do believe He is who you say He is:
the One who redeemed me of my sin and from the curse of the law. He was born of the Virgin
Mary, suffered, died, was buried, and rose again on the third day for me. Thank You Jesus for
rescuing me. I am now what the Bible calls born-again, and in position to receive everything
Jesus died to give us. Bring it on, Lord! Show me how to live the abundant life You long for me
to have.
Congratulations and welcome to the family of Father God, the Lord God Jehovah.
Be sure to join the everything Jesus died to give us group by registering to receive the
power stirs each month. Each newsletter will contain the next chapter of the Power Stirs book
series. Until next month, shalom.
Your Victorious Life Coach, Toni.
heycoachtoni@gmail.com

